
DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES LANGUAGE BACKGROUND SURVEY 

SPANISH 

NAME QCC ID#  MAJOR 

PHONE NUMBER EMAIL 

DISCLAIMER: Please provide accurate and truthful information to the questions below by circling the appropriate answer. Failure to provide accurate 
information may affect your class program and financial aid status, and delay your graduation date. All the information contained in this survey will 
be treated confidentially, and will be used for institutional purposes only. 

1) Have you studied in a Spanish-speaking country?

If yes, up to which grade_______________________

2) Do you come from a Spanish-speaking family?

3) Have you taken Spanish in High School for 3 years or more?

4) Are you able to describe 5 different activities in the past in SPANISH?

5) Did you take Spanish at QCC?

If you answered YES, please provide the following information:

Select One 

Semester: Level: Grade: 

6) If you come from a Spanish –speaking family, please indicate with a check mark which of the following
statements best describes your knowledge of Spanish. PLEASE COMPLETE THE REVERSE SIDE.

a) I do not understand nor speak Spanish. I remember a few expressions, but I am unable to communicate in
Spanish.

b) I understand and speak Spanish, but I read it and write it at a beginner level.

c) I understand and speak Spanish, but I read it and write it with some difficulty

d) I understand and speak Spanish, I read it and write it well

e) I understand Spanish, I speak it, read it and write it very well.

I hereby certify that the above answers are truthful and accurate. I am aware that if I register for a course that is different from the one I was 
placed into and advised to take, I will be moved to an appropriate level during the first weeks of class. It is the policy of the Foreign Languages 
Department that all students registering for a language course shall take a course at their appropriate language level. The Queensborough 
Community College administration has acknowledged that the instructor has the final say as to the course appropriate for my language level. 

Signed Date 

Placement Advisor’s Initials Date  
This line for 
advisors only 

 If you speak and/or write Spanish, please complete next page. 

If NO – Answer Question 3, 4 and 5 

If YES – Answer Question 5 and 6 ONL Y 



Department of Foreign Languages 

Spanish Placement 

Name: ID # 

Mi abuelo. Completa el siguiente párrafo sobre mi abuelo usando el verbo según corresponda. 

en un pueblo muy pequeño de España en 1920. Él (SER) muy 

 de buen humor. Cuando mi abuelo (TENER) veinte años, 

a mi abuela en una fiesta. Mi abuelo le (DECIR) a mi abuela: “¿Quieres 

Mi abuelo José (NACER)  

simpático y siempre (ESTAR)  

(CONOCER)  

bailar conmigo?" Cuando ellos 

su vida. Ellos se (CASAR)  

(BAILAR) mi abuelo 

       en 1941 y  

(SABER) que ella era la mujer de 

   (TENER) tres hijos. 

Composición. ESCRIBE EN ESPAÑOL: Write a paragraph about yourself in Spanish (write at least 80 words including as many 

details as possible). Give information about the following: country of origin and nationality, physical appearance and personality 

traits, age and civil status, studies or/and occupation, daily activities (where, with whom), activities you like to do on the weekend, 

plans for a future vacation (where you want to go, what are you going to do, and with whom). What did you do yesterday? 

Revised 10/2022 
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